
 

   

   
  

 
   

    

  

  

   

 
   

         
   

  
 

 
 

     
  

 
     

 
    

   
    

     
 

   
  

   
   

     
     

     

Washington Office of Superintendent of 

PUBLIC INSTRUCTION 

EE Tool Webinar Q&A 
Responses to the January 11, 2022 EE Tool webinar chat log. 

Terms and Definitions 
EE Tool – Educator Equity Data Collection (in EDS) 

OTF – Out-of-field (includes out-of-endorsement, limited certificates, and expired certificates) 

INX – Inexperienced teachers 

OPP - Office of Professional Practices 

SIS - Student Information System (one example is Skyward) 

Timeline 
See PowerPoint Slide 11 for additional timeline details. 

1. When will the EE Tool be enabled on your web site? When I log into EDS to access 
the EE tool, I get an error page, but my access is correct. 
Our contractor is fixing several "bugs" before the EE Tool is launched. We will send a 
notification to those signed up for Title IIA notifications once it has launched. We 
thought this issue would already be solved, so our best answer for the anticipated launch 
date is "hopefully soon". 

2. Will office hours be offered after the EEDC becomes available? 
Yes – we offer Office Hours all year. 

Process 
1. Can you explain the most efficient way to identify out of endorsement 

assignments? 
See slide 16 of the PowerPoint, as the OTF teacher(s) are shown at the top of the 
building tab. The teachers who are in-field are sorted to the bottom of the chart since no 
action is needed for teachers who aren’t flagging as OTF. 

2. In the Board minutes chart on the LEA tab, can you upload more than one report 
per month? 
The Board minutes chart allows only one upload per month, so be sure all necessary 
pages are in the upload. 

3. How can we upload other items besides Board Minutes, such as Memos? 
If you need to upload a document other than school board minutes, such as an OPP 
letter, choose an “open” month when you don't have OTF minutes to upload. 

4. Does anyone check our work after we've submitted and locked our buildings? 
No. Our team helps LEAs when they are not sure what action to take regarding an OTF 



  

  
    

    
     

      
   

   
  

 
 

     
 
       

       
   

     
 

 
  

  
     

    
 

  
  

 
         

       
    

   
   

 

 
  

  

    
      

teacher. We don't have the capacity to check every OTF teacher in the EE Tool, so be sure 
to let us know if you aren't sure which action to take and we'll be happy to help. 

5. Who reports the teacher's years of experience in S-275? 
The person who reports the S-275 the S-275 Personnel Reporting information (S-275 
Personnel Reporting Handbook [www.k12.wa.us]) is determined at the LEA-level. 

6. Who do we contact to add new schools? 
An OSPI Bulletin is sent each spring that details the process to add a school, close a 
school, change grades levels, etc. A previous example is Bulletin 040-2020. 

Special Education 
See PowerPoint slides 34-37. 

1. Why would a special education student not show in CEDARS as receiving special 
education? 
If a student receiving special education services is not showing in CEDARS as receiving 
special education services, then the IEP start and/or stop dates are incorrect and need to 
be fixed in CEDARS file K. Contact your CEDARS Administrator for assistance. 

2. How do we address push-in classes being team taught with general education and 
special education teachers? 
The general education co-teacher needs to have a teacher indicator of P; the special 
education co-teacher needs to have a teacher indicator of I. Both must hold the proper 
endorsement, or they will both flag as OTF. 

3. In the past, students who are served while being evaluated after a transfer, or 
who’s CEDARS file K start date does not include the entirety of the course are 
flagged out. Will this continue? 
We checked with our special education department regarding adding a "grace period" in 
the EE Tool for special education services, but it wasn't allowed under IDEA. These 
teachers will flag as OTF. 

4. Since we do not receive state funding for special education students will the special 
education classes all error out for assigned special education teachers? Is the 
solution to get School Board approval for all special education teachers/courses? 
How a teacher is funded is not a factor in determining whether a teacher is OTF. Special 
education teachers may teach any course that includes only students assigned to special 
education (as entered into CEDARS file K). 

CEDARS 
CEDARS Date Reporting Manual 
CEDARS Training and Materials 

1. Are we able to request more frequent CEDARS uploads? And if not, are we able to 
find out when during the week that upload will take place? 

https://www.k12.wa.us/sites/default/files/public/safs/ins/per/2122/B079-21Attach1.pdf
https://www.k12.wa.us/sites/default/files/public/safs/ins/per/2122/B079-21Attach1.pdf
https://www.k12.wa.us/sites/default/files/public/bulletinsmemos/bulletins2020/B040-20.pdf
https://www.k12.wa.us/data-reporting/reporting/cedars
https://www.k12.wa.us/data-reporting/reporting/cedars/training-and-materials


  

     
     

 
        

 
   

  
    

 
      

      
  

 
    

   

 
 

    
   

   
    

    
      
   

    
     

 

 
 

     
   

 
    

   

  
  

I believe the weekly uploads to CEDARS occur on Thursdays. Additional comment from 
Evergreen PS: Once your CEDARS submission has processed, it takes another day to load 
into the tool. 

2. When you say last CEDARS Load - is that for the tool, or is that specific to Skyward 
districts? 
There are a number of student information systems (SIS) used in our state, Skyward is 
one example. The SIS data uploads into CEDARS. There is one exception: NASIS (used by 
tribal schools to upload data to the Bureau of Indian Education) does not upload to 
CEDARS. 

3. The last upload will be mid-June; I do the uploads from our SIS (not Skyward), and 
I often do them long past mid-June, so I was trying to determine if the tool would 
stop accepting them. 
SIS and CEDARS changes made after June 30 (or after the buildings are locked) will not 
show in the 2021-22 EE Tool. That is why it's important to start this process well before 
the June 15-30 submission window. 

Limited Certificates 
See PowerPoint slides 41-43. 

1. Do teachers with a lifetime sub certificate teach anything without OTF waivers? Do 
we need to check the box that they have a sub cert? 
Teachers holding a lifetime sub cert may be assigned any subject / grade level. They will 
flag as OTF; you'll need to mark the sub teacher and develop plan checkboxes. 

2. If a long-term sub receives their certificate after the instruction start date and 
starts work after the instruction start date, will they still flag as OTF? 
A long-term sub who has a valid cert issued prior to the instructional start date—and 
who has endorsements aligned to the course codes—will not flag as OTF. There may be 
another reason why the teacher is flagging as OTF such as a limited certificate, or an 
incorrect teacher indicator. 

Teacher Indicators 
See PowerPoint slide 30. 

1. For Teacher Indicators - what is the correct code to use when a teacher is not 
correctly endorsed but is co-teaching with properly endorsed teacher? 
The co-teaching teacher indicators are: special education co-teacher = I; ELL/ESL co-
teacher = E; LAP co-teacher = F. The content co-teacher = P. If a co-teacher is not 
properly endorsed, then both co-teachers will flag as OTF. 

Course Codes 
See CEDARS Manual Appendix V. 

https://www.k12.wa.us/data-reporting/reporting/cedars


  

  
    

     
   

    
    

 
 

    
  

   
 

 
     

      
    

 
    

 
 

1. There are multiple subjects taught in elementary school. Are we adding multiple 
subject codes per teacher if we can't use WA0007? 
The LEA can use one course code for their elementary homeroom teachers (e.g., K 
homeroom = 23003, Gr 1 homeroom = 23004) or they can enter by each subject (e.g., K 
math = 02030, K language arts = 01028). The decision to enter one course homeroom 
course code or multiple grade/subject course courses is made at the LEA level. 

Course Definition Tab 
See PowerPoint slide 19. 

1. Do special education teachers still need to be added by OSPI? 
You will no longer need OSPI to complete the course definition tab! You will be able to 
mark the specific teacher role once you select one of the three pulldown options 
(specialist roles, block course codes, or reporting error). 

EE Tool Data Reports 
1. Will this be available before the CRDC report is due on February 28th, specifically 

the 2020-21 OTF information? The CRDC is asking for it. I am asking whether or not 
last year's (2020-21) OTF information will be available to submit to the CRDC 
before it closes on February 28th? 
SY 2020-21 data, including OTF, will be publicly available on the Report Card around the 
end of February. The data (csv files) will also be published on Data Portal and 
Data.wa.gov following the same timeline or earlier. 

https://Data.wa.gov
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